
AGENDA 
DEAN’S COUNCIL MEETING 
2:30-4:20 PM, November 4, 2013 

Meeting location:  A-701 
 

1. Yearly report and update of UHD Bookstore/B&N      Torres 
(Mary)/Schaub (Bill) – Schaub, bookstore manager, reported that faculty are 
doing much better at turning in a lot of textbook adoptions by their deadline 
goals. Book rental is doing well here – 54% of textbooks are rented. 
Students saved $289K for this year. Digital adoption is slower going because 
students still prefer paper textbooks for studying. Pointed out new service to 
let faculty turn in textbook adoptions online, called Faculty Enlight. Also 
said they would like to start Bookstore Interest Group to get feedback and 
input to future plans. 

 
2. Spring Enrollment Jarrett 

(Rob)/LeGrande (Tomikia) – We looked at figures so far for Spring. 
Applications are up, but many are incomplete, because we used to require so 
little to be complete. Now that we are not open admissions, working on 
getting complete applications is more of an issue, but Student Services is 
working on it. We have targets and so far, we’re on track for where we were 
at this time in past. We need enrollment to rise so we can make up planned 
budget. Registration for spring started today, 11/4, will soon have first 
reports. Jarrett gave advising report, which is big part of retention, where we 
will get most spring students. Big issue is continuing number of students 
who are undeclared, working with them on pre-majors. However, advising 
all of them is difficult, and many of them are not yet eligible to declare. 

 
3. Update on Faculty Affairs Committee    Hugetz (Ed) -- 

This is mostly related to faculty evaluation policy, which is being revised. 
Discussion that committee is working on coming up with general rubric and 
set levels of evaluation, beyond just numerical ratings. 

 
4. Update on the Carnegie Classification Reapplication Pelz (Beth) – 

Application for community engagement classification is more extensive this 
year. There is a faculty group working on this. They are drafting more 
formalized guidelines for identifying a course as a service learning course. 
Also allowing for co-curricular service learning. 

 



5. Report on the spring administration of the NSSE  Williams (Pat) – 
Provided various summaries of our student responses. Particularly noted that 
high impact practices results were not as good as they need to be, 
considering we are making that our signature. We need to look at this data 
over time and see if it rises with our efforts at improving. NSSE has been 
questioned by some, and we only started more emphasis about 2 years ago. 
Also, new Teaching & Learning Center will be working on this. 

 
6. Teaching Evaluations      Hugetz – Pilot 

starting with some faculty who are doing IDEA evaluations (based on 
consultant that visited last spring). Old process will be running, too, so will 
try to minimize communication. Will be asking faculty to talk up online 
evaluations for students. Will have incentive prizes. 

 
7. Reports from the Colleges – Birchak (Chris): New supplemental instruction 

coordinator has been hired.  
 


